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Introduction 
 
In this chapter, we demonstrate the various t procedures that are used for confidence 
intervals and significance tests about the mean of a normal population for which the 
population standard deviation is unknown.  We also consider comparing means from 
paired samples, since the inference is based on the differences of the individual 
observations. 
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17.1   Inference for the Mean of a Population 
 
We begin with a short program that allows us to find a critical value t* upon specifying 
the degrees of freedom and confidence level.  This is a built-in function on TI-84 and TI-
89 calculators.  TI-83s need this program (or you could use Table C).  This program asks 
for degrees of freedom rather than sample size, since t distributions are used in inference 
for more than just a single sample. 
 

The TSCORE Program 
 

PROGRAM:TSCORE 
:Disp "DEG. OF FREEDOM" 
:Input M 
:Disp "CONF. LEVEL" 
:Input R 

: "tcdf(0,X,M) "¿Y1 
:solve(Y1-R/2,X,2) ¿Q 
:Disp "T SCORE" 
:Disp round(Q,3) 

 
 
Example 17.1  Finding t*  For a t distribution with 9 degrees of freedom (df), what point 
on this distribution has probability 0.05 to its right? 
 
Solution.  With 0.05 to the right of the desired point, there is 0.95 to the left.  Program 
TSCORE is designed to find two-sided t* values for confidence intervals.  For that 
program, we’ll ask for 90% confidence since that area in the center puts 5% on each tail.  
Below are the outputs of the TSCORE program and from the built-in functions.  The 
correct t* is 1.833. 

 

ce intervals for one mean for which we will use the 
Interval feature (item 8) from the STAT TESTS menu (‰ Ints on a TI-89).  As 
ith the ZInterval feature that we used in Chapter 14, we can enter the summary 

y of the 
ealing rate of skin wounds in newts.  Repeated below are the healing rates (in 

 
 

One-sample t Confidence Interval 
 
We now examine confiden
T
w
statistics or use data in a list. 
 
 
Example 17.2  Healing of skin wounds. In Example 14.3, we looked at a stud
h
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micrometers our er a zor was ke i e sk f an sth d newt. We 
ant a 95% confidence interval for the mean rate 

per h ) aft   ra cut  ma n th in o  ane etize
w μ  for all newts of this species. 
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Solution.  In Example 14.3, we assumed the population standard deviation was 8σ =  
micrometers per hour.  Here, we’ll use the variability of the newts in this study to 
estimate the variability of the population.  Enter the data in a list (say, L1).  We first must 
check the “simple conditions” to determine whether our inference is valid. As stated 
before, we are willing to view these newts as a random sample from the population of all 

ewts of this species.  Since this is a small sample, we need to check for outliers or 
le.  Defi nd exam

etric arou

Using t procedures, we’ll say we are 95% confident the mean healing rate for this 
pecies of newt is between 21.5 and 29.8 micrometers per hour.  Note that the standard 
eviation of this sample is a bit bigger icrometers per hour assumed in 

ple 14.3, where we obtained a  of 22.0 and 29.4 micrometers per 

One-sample t test 

xample 17.3 Sweetening colas.  A more realistic analysis of the cola-sweetening 
example from Ch  t n  deviati f  l data to test the 

n
skewness in our samp
below is relatively symm
proceed.    
 

ne a boxplot of the data a
nd the me

ine it. Out boxplot shown 
dian and indicates no outliers, so we may 

 
 
We use 8:TInterval from the … TESTS menu to find the interval, using the Data 
option. 
s
d than the 8 m

 confidence intervalExam
hour.   
 
 

 
We now perform significance tests about the mean using the T-Test feature (item 2) 
from the STAT TESTS menu. 
 
 
E

apter 14 would use he sta dard on o  the actua
hypotheses 0 : 0H μ =  (no sweetness loss after storage) against : 0aH μ >  (there is a loss 
of sweetness, on average).  The data are repeated below for convenience. 
 

2.0 0.4 0.7 2.0 –0.4 2.2 –1.3 1.2 1.1 2.3 
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Solution.  With the data in L1, check a boxplot for skewness and outliers.  This boxplot is 
skewed left; with a sam le size of only 10, we’ll have to use caution in interp
results (the p-value ma not be accurate). Bring up the T-Test screen from the 

p reting our 
y STAT 
Inpt to Data.  Enter the value of  = 0 and the list name.  0μTESTS menu and adjust 

 and press Í. Select the alternative > 0μ , then scroll down to Calculate
 

vidence to reject H0.  If the true mean were 0, a sample mean of 1.02 
r higher with a sample of size 10 should only happen about 1 in 100 times; even with the 
ew in the data, we should be safe in concluding that this cola does lose sweetness with 

tions.  In using the differences (which were given there) as the data for 
e hypothesis test, we are eliminating any variability due to individual taster preferences 

r one chimp to pull both (collaboration needed).  The 
data below show how often in 24 trials each chimp opened the door to recruit another 
chimp as a partner.  Is there evidence that chimpanzees recruit partners more often when 
a problem requires collaboration? 

 
We obtain a t test statistic of 2.70 and a p-value of 0.0123.  Because the p-value is small, 
we have significant e
o
sk
storage, on average. 
 
 
17.2 Paired Samples 
 
Oftentimes, studies are conducted where there is a natural pairing between observations, 
such as the before- and after-storage ratings by the cola tasters.  Each taster tasted the 
cola in both situa
th
and focusing on how their ratings changed.  There are many situations where this is 
advantageous.    
 
Example 17.4 Do chimpanzees collaborate?  Humans often collaborate to solve 
problems. Will chimpanzees recruit another chimp when solving a problem requires 
collaboration? Researchers presented chimpanzee subjects with food outside their cage 
that they could bring within reach by pulling two ropes, one attached to each end of the 
food tray. If a chimp pulled only one rope, the rope became loose and the food was lost. 
Another chimp was available as a partner, but only if the subject unlocked a door joining 
the two cages. The same 8 chimpanzees faced this problem in two versions: the two ropes 
were close enough together that one chimp could pull both (no collaboration needed) or 
the two ropes were too far apart fo
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Collaboration Needed?

Chimpanzee Yes No 
Namuiska 16   0 
Kalema 16    1 
Okech 23   5 
Baluku 19   3 
Umugenzi 15   4 
Indi 20   9 
Bili 24 16 
Asega 24 20 

 
Solution:  Since these are paired data (the same chimps under two different 
circumstances), we need to find the differences to use as data.  We have entered the data 
in L1 (collaboration needed) and L2 (no collaboration needed).   Highlight the L3 list 
name and enter the command shown below to perform the subtraction.   The simple 
conditions here pertain to the differences, not the original data, so define a boxplot using 
the differences and examine it for skewness or outliers.  There are no outliers; it appears 
that there is some left skew to this distribution, but with only 8 observations, it is not 
severe. 
 

 
 
We proceed to test hypotheses 0 : 0H μ =  (no

0
 difference in asking for help) against 

:aH μ >  (chimps will ask for help more often when it is needed).  Note that since we 
found the differences as collaboration needed minus collaboration not needed, this is the 
correct form of the alternate; if you had done the subtraction in the other order, the 
alternate would have the opposite sign.  Compute the test statistic and find the p-value 
using T-Test.  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Based on this study, with t = 7.37 and p-value 7.66 × 10-5, we reject the null hypothesis.  
This study indicates strongly the chimpanzees do ask for help when it is needed. 
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17.3  Selected Exercise Solutions 
 
17.7  The data have been entered in L1.  If μ  is the mean nitrogen content of Cretaceous 
era air, we’d like a 90% confidence interval estimate.  First, check the conditions:  we’re 
assuming our data come from a SRS; can we believe these data came from an 
(approximately) Normal distribution?  With only 9 data values, a histogram will not show 
the distribution very well.  Define and display a boxplot to look for skewness and 
outliers.  There are no outliers, but the distribution is definitely skewed; observe the 
median far to the right in the box.  Use of t procedures might not be valid, we can only 
proceed with caution. 
 

 
To create the interval, use option 8:TInterval from the …, TESTS menu.  We 
have data already entered in a list, so the input method is Data.  Based on these samples, 
we estimate that Cretaceous era air had between 55.7% and 63.5% nitrogen, with 90% 
confidence (assuming the distribution is really approximately Normal). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
17.29  Because each patient had activity measured with no treatment and placebo, this is 
a matched pairs design.  Assuming the differences have a Normal distribution (we don’t 
have the actual data to check), use 1:T-Test from the …, Tests menu to compute 
the test statistic and P-value for a test of 0 : DH 0μ = against the two-tailed alternate.  
With t = –4.41 and P = 0.0069, we reject the idea that there is no difference between 
treatment and control.  Since the mean difference in negative, this suggests less activity 
with the treatment. 
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Continue your practice with these exercises: 
 
17.3 Critical values.  
17.9 Is it significant?  
17.11 The brain responds to sound.  
17.13 Diamonds.  
17.25 Read carefully.  
17.27 Reading scores in Atlanta.  
17.31 Learning Blissymbols.  
17.33 An outlier’s effect.  
17.35 Genetic engineering for cancer treatment.  
17.37 Growing trees faster.  
17.39 Weeds among the corn.  
17.43 How much better does nature heal? 
17.45 Right versus left.  
17.47 Practical significance.  
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